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We are involved in many interna4onal space missions:
SolarMonitor.org provides spacecra,
images of current solar condi4ons.
The website has a a strong presence
within the solar physics community,
and has had over 20 million hits since
its launch.

Solar ﬂare forecasts are provided daily at
solarmonitor.org. Further research is being
undertaken to develop more sophis4cated
forecas4ng methods as part of the EU Horizon
2020 FLARECAST project (ﬂarecast.eu). Ac4ve
region magne4c complexity classiﬁca4on evolu4on
is also being explored to improve forecas4ng
performance.
Under the EU FP7 HELCATS project (helcatsfp7.eu), an automated algorithm is under
development to associate coronal mass
ejec4ons to solar ﬂare events and their solar
surface sources. CME kinema4cs will be
compared to ac4ve region magne4c proper4es
using the Solar Monitor Ac4ve Region Tracker.

The CHIMERA algorithm automa4cally iden4ﬁes
coronal holes and provides daily es4mates of many
coronal hole proper4es. These proper4es can be
used in conjunc4on with solar wind propaga4on
models to more accurately es4mate high speed
solar wind ﬂows at Earth.

Collaborators/Supporters

o NASA SOHO, RHESSI, STEREO, and SDO.
o NOAA GOES series.
o ESA PROBA-2, PROBA-3 and Solar Orbiter.
Roles include so,ware development and data analysis.

The Rosse Solar-Terrestrial Observatory is
dedicated to studying solar ac4vity and its
aﬀects on Earth in a radio-quiet environment at
Birr Castle. Instruments include an e-Callisto
solar radio burst monitor and a Sudden
Ionospheric Disturbance monitor, as well as
seismic and geomagne4c instruments. Real4me
data is available at rosseobservatory.ie

We have installed an Irish magnetometer
network (MagIE) to provide monitoring and
warnings of geomagne4c storms. The ﬁrst
simula4ons of the eﬀects of geomagne4cally
induced currents on the Irish electricity grid
have also been conducted with the Bri4sh
Geological Survey and EirGrid.

The Irish Low Frequency Array (lofar.ie)
is currently under construc4on, due to
be completed in Septermber 2017. This
will be excellent resource for space
weather as well as the wider
astrophysics community.

